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Johnston Hall—office space? 
By Rich Bergeman 
Newi Editor 
The future of the International Center, 
now located in Johnston Hall, is In the 
hands of University administrators who 
aren't sure yet just what they're going to 
do with it. 
"All I know is that the International 
Center is being closed out here to be 
made into offices," remarked Dr. I.. 
Edward Shuck, director of the center. 
Dr. Shuck said he was told about the 
moving plans a couple weeks ago, but is 
confused over how it happened and why. 
He said the center's ground floor 
offices and upper three floors of living 
quarters are to be moved out to make 
room for department offices for the 
College of Arts and Sciences. 
DR. JAMES G. BOND, vice president 
of student affairs, explained that the 
"final decision has not yet been made" 
and that a meeting with academic deans 
is scheduled to decide when the move will 
be made and where the center will be put. 
Not 
again! 
N.. .photo  by  Go.d» Coll 
Don't count your spring flowers before they 
bloom -- there's still more winter weather to 
come, we're afraid, before the warmer days are 
here to stay. 
Old houses: 
By Gale Bogle 
Staff Reporter 
Landlords like to rent out older houses 
to students because they get a good 
financial return on their investment. 
Students like to live in these houses 
because they are more like a borne than 
an apartment 
But some of the people who live on the 
same block with them are concerned that 
students are being exploited by landlords 
while they live in booses that are allowed 
to deteriorate Into dumps. 
Dr. John Davidson, professor of 
marketing, lives on Troup Street behind 
three bouses on Wooster which are 
rented by studetns. He said Us biggest 
gripe is with those landlords who allow 
students to rent these aid I 
HE SAD) HE feels certain landlords 
don't provide the kind of housing the 
students are entitled to, that they exploit 
the students and give them nothing but 
"a place to hang their hat." 
The houses don't fit into the neigh- 
borhood, according to Dr. Davidson. He 
said the students don't have any 
responsibility for the external ap- 
pearance of the homes. 
Sidewalks are not shoveled in winter 
and lawns are not regularly mowed or 
bushes cared for, he said. 
A lack of adequate parking space 
creates problems for people who drive 
and live on the narrower streets, Dr. 
Davidson said, because students are 
forced to park on the streets. 
HE SAID STUDENTS don't always 
observe   parking   regulations   and 
"It's all up in the air right now," Dr. 
Bond said. 
He added that the College of Arts and 
Sciences needs more room and the center 
constitutes "prime office space" on the 
inner campus. 
Dr. Bond said he didn't know whether 
the center's operations and the living 
quarters of the 29 foreign and Americans 
students housed there could be re-located 
in the same building. 
Don Vlapree, a member of the World 
Students Association, said he and three 
other international students will be 
meeting with Dr. Bond today to "plead 
our case." 
"Now that we're put in this position of 
inconvenience we want to talk about 
provisions and guarantees of our future 
living conditions," Viapree explained. 
HE SAID THE STUDENTS want the 
living quarters located in the same 
building as the center's offices. 
The students also want the op- 
portunity to look the new quarters over 
before consenting to the move. 
Viapree said the group will meet with 
President Hollis Moore next week if the 
problems cannot be settled by Dr. Bond. 
"I feel very distraught over this," Dr. 
Shuck said, "because I think the 
elimination of the International Center as 
it exists now should be one of the last 
considerations." 
HE EXPLAINED that the center is of 
vital importance to the educational 
experience  of  BGSU   students  of   all 
nationalities. 
"There seems to be a curious lack of 
understanding of the concept involved 
here," he added. "The center is not Just a 
bonus for foreign students. Its functions 
and facilities are available to and are 
used by all students." 
Dr. Shuck said the center's offices 
would be able to function separately from 
the students' living area, but that "It's 
really a whole single ball of wax for 
people interested in the exchange of 
International ideas." 
End of frosh sports 
'just a goal':   Edwards 
By Terry Cochran 
Staff Reporter 
University President Hollis A. Moore 
Jr.'s recent appeal for the end of fresh- 
man athletic teams here was mentioned 
as "Just a goal," according to Richard 
Edwards, assistant to the president. 
Edwards explained that the point, 
made before Tuesday's Faculty Senate 
meeting, was merely a possibility the 
President suggested, though he realizes 
it's a national issue. 
In the meeting Dr. Moore said the 
elimination of the freshman sports 
program would cut down athletic ex- 
penses and eliminate needless repetition 
of equipment. 
He added that having to outfit these 
teams with their own coaches, schedules 
and transportation seemed unnecessary, 
although he stressed the need for a good 
athletic program at the University. 
"WE'VE HAD lots of calls on this 
from people who think Moore's out to do 
everything from killing freshman sports 
to dropping out of the MAC," Edwards 
said. 
Edwards said that nothing can really 
be done on the issue on a University level, 
since the existence of frosh sport teams 
are dependent on NCAA rules and Mid- 
American Conference regulations. 
"It's a national issue - the NCAA 
discussed   fraehsaan  athletics at a 
national meeting in March, 1970, and will 
meet again this March," Edwards 
stated. "The costs of these sports ac- 
tivities are also national issues." 
Edwards concluded that the President 
was merely throwing out an expression 
of what he's been thinking about. 
The only two freshman athletic 
squads left on campus are basketball and 
football. 
HEAD  FOOTBALL  COACH   Don 
Nehlen said it took an official Mid- 
American Conference vote in the recent 
elimination of freshman teams in track, 
wrestling, baseball and others. He feels it 
would take a similar vote to do away with 
frosh football and bjaknftajl 
"We offer from six to ten gr*nts-in-ald 
for freshmen football per year," added 
Nehlen. "Without these offers freshman 
year we'd probably be out of a lot of good 
players. Recruiting is a big thing in any 
sports program." 
Nehlen feels freshman football is not 
an especially big financial strain. He 
says the team uses hand-me-down 
equipment and old uniforms and employs 
one full-time head coach. 
He said the rest of the coaching of the 
freshmen is done by graduate assistants 
in the athletic department, who receive 
their actual pay for other academic 
activities. 
Head basketball coach Bob Conibear 
was unavailable for comment. 
What can students do to end war? 
Peace rally yields answers 
By Dan Wsrfleld 
What can BG students do to help end 
the war? 
Answers from a few people walking 
through the Union went like this: 
"Nothing." 
"All they can do Is little symbolic acts 
like not paying their telephone sur- 
charge, blowing up buildings, things like 
that." 
"We tried demonstrations, we tried 
marching, we tried Just about every 
damn thing. The only thing we can do is 
make sure in '72 we don't get another 
president like Nixon. If you don't make it, 
at least you have  a better conscience." 
"You can work in the system or get 
shot - some choice!" 
At a meeting of about ISO persons 
Tuesday night to discuss the same 
question, the answers proposed ran in the 
same vein. 
DR. L. EDWARD SHUCK, director of 
the International Center, suggested that 
students and the people In general have 
two alternatives: replace President 
Nixon with a Democrat or try to impeach 
him right now. 
He did not remark on the obvious 
person who would replace Nixon if he 
were successfully impeached. 
He said the peace movement should 
be demonstrating its solidarity. "We 
need teach-ins," he said. "We're going to 
have to have organization. We're going to 
have to do something." 
Dr. William 0. Relchert, professor of 
political science, called for nonviolent 
resistance and emphasized his faith in 
continuing large-scale protest. 
"I have never been of the opinion that 
students have forgotten Kent and 
Jackson State, They have realized what 
they are up against," he said. 
He called the apparent lull in protest a 
reevaluation period - "the quiet before 
the storm." 
CHARLIE CORN, of the Youth In- 
ternational Party, presented a three- 
pronged resistance proposal. 
First is the signing of a "Joint Treaty 
of Peace between the People of the 
United States and the People of Viet- 
nam." 
This is a document calling for setting 
a date for total withdrawal of American 
forces, release of POW's, an end to the 
Thieu-Ky regime, insuring the safety of 
Vietnamese who have collaborated with 
the U.S., and the maintenance of the 
peace and neutrality of Laos and 
Cambodia in accordance with the 
Geneva conventions. 
The treaty will be published in full in 
the Crystal City News in the spring, Conn 
said. 
He said that anyone who signed this 
document was committing himself to any 
actions necessary to implement it. 
ONE SUCH ACTION is a May Day 
demonstration in Washing, D.C., being 
planned by peace groups across the 
country. An attempt was be made to 
close down the capital city by such ac- 
tions as abandoning Junk cars in in- 
tersections and calling government of- 
fices without hanging up. 
The third point in his proposal is the 
nonpayment of the 10 per cent excise tax 
on phone bills, which he said goes 
directly to the military machine. 
He said that submitting payment for 
phone bills, minus the excise tax and with 
an explanatory note, would not result in 
suspension of phone service, but would 
become the problem of the government. 
He claimed the government rarely 
bothers to collect. 
Tom Fleming, a draft counselor 
working out of UCF, spoke on alter- 
natives to the draft and the current legal 
status of the selective service system. 
FLEMING QUOTED Selective 
Service Director Curtis Tarr as com- 
plaining about draft counselors and 
lawyers and "the emphasis in the courts 
on the nonlegal nature in which we do our 
work." 
Jim Kellar, graduate student, said 
that the average sentence of those 
convicted of refusing induction was about 
two years. He urged those present and 
others to write to men now in prison for 
opposing the war. 
He said a list of addresses of such men 
is posted in the UCF. 
No decisions for specific local action 
or organization were made at the 
meeting. 
Landlords rent to students for good returns, 
students rent to get 'homelike' atmosphere 
residents have to call the police to have 
the cars towed away. 
If students do damage to surrounding 
property, Dr. Davidson says he calls the 
landlord. 
Dr. Davidson says he has almost no 
contact with his student neighbors, but he 
also lives on a block where several 
groups of students rent houses. 
Jones was Involved in getting the 
dry's zoning regulations changed last 
spring in an effort to stop landlords from 
buying other older houses and renting 
them   to   a   group   of   unsupervised 
Town-Gown VI 
said it doesn't bother him. "One has to 
accept the fact that he lives near the 
property," he said. 
MANY OF THESE problems have 
arisen because the city lacks a tight 
housing code, Dr. Davidson said. 
Wendell Jones, instructor in music 
students. 
The changes redefined a family as a 
group of blood relatives or relatives by 
marriage or adoption. 
TTHIS ACTION PUT a stop to lan- 
dlords buying more houses but the 
change  was       not      retroactive  to 
property that was already being rented 
to students. 
Jones says be is not opposed to 
students but to the landlords who are 
allowed to violate zoning regulations by 
renting to students when they do not 
provide the necessary facilities for their 
tenants. 
Many people want nicer and better 
student housing and feel this type of 
property is not good enough for students, 
Jones said. 
THE RAPID TURNOVER of students 
creates an "unstablizing effect on the 
neighborhood feeling or a sense of 
community. 
Jones pointed out that students who 
rent these houses take this type of 
property off the market for married 
students and faculty, creating a housing 
problem for these people. 
He noted that students are caught In 
the middle, and said he feels no hostility 
toward them. 
Dan Spitler, Wood County Prosecutor, 
along with his partner Bill Violet, rents 
four bousing units to students. He said he 
had no complaints against the students 
who rent from him. 
SPITLER SAID he didn't feel students 
did any real damage to his units and in 
fact tried to fix the places up to keep 
them nice for their friends. 
He said he gets occasional complaints 
from neighbors about his student tenants 
but a phone call usually solves any 
problems. 
Mrs. Ed Carty rents seven apart- 
ments and 15 rooms in older houses to 
men. 
• to page) 
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upward gazes 
for life's trivia 
President Moore's eyes weren't the only pair drifting 
heavenward after Tuesday's long-winded Faculty Senate 
meeting. 
Suffering through the meanderlngs of that esteemed 
body-that never seems to agree on anything the first time 
around-would try the patience of any saint. 
There's a ludicrous sameness about Faculty Senate 
whenever the speechmakers get together to toss around 
some Ph.D rhetoric, and It's long past time for the whole 
folly to stop. 
When the Senate can spend 37 minutes tossing around 
semantics about where a student should take his medical 
excuse when he misses class because of illness, and only 
then decides to refer the entire matter back to committee 
for further study...well, you get the picture. 
It's as reminiscent of any silly little meeting as the 
most sophomoric Student Council sessions. 
The whole system of University governance here is 
archaic, unwelldy, time-consuming and profitless. And 
the sooner we can cut down all these verbose groups into 
one, simple, verbose group, like a University Senate, the 
better off the University will be. 
Talk about wasted effort. Talk about thousands of 
words and little meaning. Talk about high-sounding 
language to express simple ideas. Talk about polarization 
of thought. Faculty Senate has them all and much to 
spare. 
And what are the results? Mostly recommendations 
and suggestions to other bodies-who will probably 
discount the recommendations and suggestions after 
hours of their own debate, and it's right back to the 
drawing board. 
Okay. So, in the pas) Faculty Senate has done 
something for somebody. Great. Isn't that dandy? But 
where does it fit in with the need today for sensitivity and 
responsive change? For quick and ready decision- 
making? We see no drive, no feelings of urgency to much 
of its or Student Council's legislation this year. 
We're fast getting the impression that being a senator, 
or a councilman is only intriguing to those out to make a 
name for themselves, or to add another status charm to 
their bracelet. 
The stuffed shirts on this campus need to come down 
from their ivory towers and stop special Interest power- 
plays to formulate a dramatic and decisive body for 
dealing with important University concerns. 
Concerns like good and relevant teaching, University 
financing, modernized equipment and courses, capital 
Improvements to our buildings, Improvements between 
University and city relations. 
How in the world can this best be done? 
Not by fooling with the rummies in someone's answer to 
an academic geriatrics ward, where status-seekers and 
fossils gather to blow smoke in one another's faces. 
Not through an inane Student Council that has many 
times bemoaned its own ineffectiveness and often con- 
sidered disbanding itself. 
Not in some Presidential Advisory Board where no one 
seems sure what's being advised to whom. 
We haven't hit upon the solution, yet. Not any of us. 
And, with the same deadness as has been displayed 
through fhose groups can we even hold out that much 
hope   for a University Senate? 
At least in that body, however, there might be more of 
an appealing aroma to the smoke that's blown about. 
But, until that day arrives, the least we can do is not 
procrastinate in our precious little special group meetings, 
and try not to take up too much of our time with life's 
trivia. 
It'll be hard rut to get out of, but it should be worth the 
effort. 
fc. 
l~ 1 
□ y CHERRY    HILL VILLAGE 
news Lerrers 
in   appreciation 
This letter Is from the parents of one 
of your students at BGSU, Kirk S. Kama. 
The reason for writing is that we are 
so grateful to two of your students that 
we think they should be recognized as 
"Outstanding Students" in your campus 
paper.   Here is the reason: 
Our son (while a student there), was 
involved In an auto accident May 2,1970, 
along with five other boys, three from 
BGSU. Four were seriously Injured, 
Kirk was unconcious and didn't know 
anything until Aug 4th, and was a bed 
patient until fall. Being unconcious that 
long, he had to learn to do everything 
over again, beginning with walking and 
talking. He has improved slowly and can 
now remember everything up until a few 
weeks before the accident, we have faith 
that God will see him through to a 
complete recovery and able to return 
to Bowling Green in the near future. 
Your students. Carl Rosa & BUI Mc- 
Clure, first met Kirk at Rodgers 
Quadrangle Dorm last fall, we had never 
met these boys until the accident. They 
came to our home and offered to do 
anything to help Kirk, from that day on 
we have a close relationship with them 
and consider them part of our family. 
They have devoted one day a week to 
come from their home town (which is a 
couple hours drive), to be with us and 
help in any way they could. While Kirk 
lay lifeless in the hospital they sat with 
him to relieve us, later they helped to 
exercise his arms and legs, they ran' 
errands for us, stayed with our younger 
children at home, after we brought Kirk 
home they worked with him to learn to 
walk and talk again, doing more than we 
could get him to do, they painted his 
bedroom, carried him outside to sun, 
took him for a ride in the car at the 
doctor's request, (to see if a car would 
upset him). 
Our doctors' remark was "those boys 
are better medicine than I or anyone else 
can give nun or money could buy". 
They were as regular as a clock every 
Tuesday morning for five months and 
they still come every few weeks 
whenever they can get away. 
These boys have shown loyality, 
devotion, understanding, brotherly love 
and consideration and mean so much to 
us, our family and friends, that we would 
and 
its 
like to share our appreciation 
compliment the University tor 
outstanding students. 
This kind of dedication is very rare in 
this busy world of today. May God Bless 
them. 
Most sincerely, 
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Karns 
1057 WoUenhaupt 
Vandalia, Ohio 
snatching purses 
I feel sorry for the individuals or individual responsible for 
stealing wallets and purses from their fellow students in the 
library. It must take some kind of degenerate to sneak around 
and make his fellow students a source of his Income. 
Here in this twentieth century, it kind of shakes your faith In 
human nature to know that this institution of higher education is 
preparing someone to be a leader, educator, a molder of minds, 
equipping him with the knowledge he needs to compete In our 
world and maybe to guide the destiny of our country, and all the 
time he is feeding on the hard work of others. 
If you are the two legged leach who is responsible for the 
anguish of the student who falls victim to you and you smile as 
you read this, read on If you ever get caught and you will, you 
will wish you were some place else when you are finished being 
dealt with. And my hope is that I may get five minutes In a room 
with you. 
Jerry Harrington 
1S020 Gross Creek 
Bowling Green_ Ohio 
•our man hoppe 
there is no Howard hughes 
By Arthur Hoppe 
National Columnist 
Those mysterious goings-on In 
Nevada carry the seeds of economic 
disaster, for when the truth la finally 
revealed it will spell the Inevitable doom 
of the American corporate structure as 
we know it. 
The truth, of course, is there Is no 
Howard Hughes. 
Hints have already appeared in the 
press. A handwriting expert has testified 
Mr. Hughes' signature Is "an imitation" - 
■ Heaven only knows of what. And Mr. 
Hughes' top aide, Robert Maheu, admits 
he has never spoken face to face with his 
boss - but only over the phone to a voice 
that claimed to be that of Mr. Hughes. 
From this, it can be easily deduced 
that Mr. Hughes Is what Isknownln the 
highest echelons of the business com- 
munity as an F.P.G.M. - or "Fictional 
Personnel Grievance Mollifier." 
No American corporation employing 
more than 50 persons could exist without 
one. 
The widespread existence or non- 
existence - of F.P.G.M.s was well 
documented  In  a  scholarly   paper 
'.:-_• .;: 
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What Will 
CHERRY HILL 
VILLAGE 
Actually Be Like? 
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE 
Will Be An Actual Village Within This Community 
Located af the corner of 
S. Coffege & Napoleon Rd. 
Yo.'ll b. Withii Easy Walkiif Oistuc. Fro* Cnpts 
This is the layout of our village.  You can see the 
building that will accomodate 120 four man opts, 
beginning Sept. 1, 1971.   Included in our village art 
commercial store and a recreation    center with a 
year round swimming, all designed to serve you. 
Stop In To   Our ftontol Office Af The Corner 
Of S. Coffege & Napoleon Rd. 
Or Caff 354-7731 or 352-9378 
prepared as far back as 1964 by Professor 
Whooton G. Stramm of Toch Tech after 
12 years' research. 
"The function of an F.P.G.M.," wrote 
Professor Stramm, "is to channel the 
employee's natural hatred for his em- 
ployer from his real boss to a fictitious 
person, while at the same time con- 
vincing him falsely that his real boss is a 
lovable, generous friend." 
Typical, said Professor Stramm, is 
The Nugget Tool & Chocolate Corp. of 
Othello, Ohio. The real boss is Vice 
President Gadwell Gladhope. Down the 
corridor are the offices of President S. J. 
Scrootch, whom no employee has ever 
seen. 
When an aggrieved worker comes to 
Gladhope for a raise, a parking place or a 
new desk calendar, Gladhope shakes his 
head sadly, places an arm around the 
man's shoulders and says: "Golly, you 
deserve it and if it were up to me, I'd give 
it to you. But you know what an old 
skinflint S. J. is. Why he hasn't given me 
a raise in years." 
"The employee thus develops a hatred 
for the fictitious Scrootch combined with 
a loyalty to the very real Gladhope," 
writes Professor Stramm, "thus 
assuring the continued smooth operation 
of the corporation." 
In many instances, he says, the 
corporation employs a live human being 
to play the role of the F.P.G.M. They are 
retained from the super-secret F.P.G.M. 
Society, whose members are trained 
from childhood in the arts of scowling, 
growling and table thumping. 
Their only function is to appear in the 
office on infrequent occasions, scowl, 
growl, thump and vanish - thereby 
thoroughly unnerving the personnel. 
If further proof is needed, Professor 
Stramm suggests asking any employee 
of a large corporation whether he has 
ever spoken face to face with the 
executive  who  supposedly   was   per- 
sonally responsible for denying him his 
last raise. 
Professor Stramm hopes that once the 
truth about Howard Hughes being a 
fictitious character is revealed he can at 
last publish his paper on F.P.G.M.s. 
"It will rock the business community 
to its core," he says, rubbing his hands 
gleefully. "Employees will at last know 
whom to blame for their woes." 
When he prepared the paper in 1964, 
his Departmental Dean, whom Stramm 
admires highly, thought it an excellent 
piece of work, but said the college 
President wouldn't allow it to be 
published. "You know what a cowardly 
old fuddy-duddy he is," the Dean told 
Stramm, shaking his head. 
Professor Stamm has been trying to 
get the College President to change his 
mind ever since. But he's never seen him 
face to face. 
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Theta Chis plan move 
to new 7th St. location 
By Jim« Gullford 
TheU Chi has become the 
third Bowling Green frater- 
nity to announce its intended 
move off campus. 
Vlnce Cipiti, president of 
the Gamma Mu chapter, said 
the reason for the move is, 
"Just a matter of not being 
able to fill the on-campus 
house adequately." 
"People didn't want to live 
in a one-room place, as such," 
Cipiti said. 
The idea of moving to an off 
campus site was initiated in 
TheU Chi by John Uitkehaus 
and Joe Calio. who based it on 
the Beta Theta Pi move of last 
year. 
According to Cipiti, the 
plan rails for rental of an 
apartment complex from 
Doug Valentine at a Seventh 
St. site in Bowling Green. 
Eleven colonial-style units 
that house 44 will be leased. 
They will be ready in Sep- 
tember, 1971. 
"The   terms  are  all   in- 
Top Forty 
N.wiphoio by Dov* ElhracM 
Carl Na varro, music director of WFAL-AM, is one of many people who have 
helped pioneer the closed circuit station. Applications for management and 
staff positions for next fall are being accepted now. 
Reds close roads 
to West Berlin 
dividual leases," said Cipite, 
"and Valentine's building us a 
lounge that will be built to our 
specifications; anything we 
want in there, he's putting in." 
Various University ad- 
ministration officials were 
informed of the intended move 
over the last few weeks, Cipiti 
said, and President Hollis 
Moore was informed March 1. 
Cipiti expects no resistance 
from the University. "I've 
talked to them and I don't see 
them trying to block the move, 
they all gave us their best 
wishes," he said. 
There is no 'visible ob- 
lection  io   the  change  of 
location from within the 
fraternity either, according to 
Cipiti. The vote favoring the 
move was unanimous. 
There will be no problem 
should the proposed Greek 
Village ever materialize, said 
Cipiti. "If the Greek Village 
does come into being," he 
said, "we will be a part of it." 
Cipiti pointed out that the 
individual leases with 
Valentine are renewed on a 
year-to-year basis. If the 
fraternity decides to move 
out, even next year, the Theta 
Chi president said, residents 
will not have to sign for 
another term  
WFAL 
By Peggy Schmidt 
Management, staff positions 
to be selected for fall 
A new managerial staff for 
WFAL radio and a number of 
other staff personnel will be 
selected this spring to take 
over operation of the station in 
the fall. 
A general manager, 
program director, news 
director and sales manager, 
as well as    disc 
jockey and news personnel 
positions, will be filled.  . 
The station is staffed by 
about 60 students who have 
been working behind the 
microphones and in 
management since last 
September. 
WFAL was conceived in 
the Speech Department here 
in the spring of 1970. The 
University's only radio station 
at that time, WBGU-FM, was 
unable to offer a sufficient 
number of Jobs for broad- 
casting   majors  and   others 
interested in the electronic 
media. 
Unlike WBGU, which 
receives university funds as 
an educational radio station, 
WFAL is a commercial en- 
terprise, relying on ad- 
vertising revenue to stay on 
the air. 
After the initial University 
grant of $7,564 to establish the 
station was approved, no 
further funds were allotted to 
WFAL. 
I.es Bortel, present 
manager of WFAL, noted one 
of the main obstacles was the 
question of how to win over the 
campus audience. 
A poll taken this quarter 
proved consistent with student 
taste in music as of last 
spring-preference for a "Top 
40" format. However, WFAL 
has added a touch of 
progressive rock and soul 
music to compliment its basic 
"Top 40" approach. 
Student opinion was also 
favorable towards "Seminar 
71", a program slated for 
Wednesday nights, during 
which current issues and 
people involved in them 
voiced their opinions. 
At the present time, only 
dormitories can receive the 
lowpower signal of 680-AM, 
although there are plans to 
eventually include sorority 
and fraternity houses in the 
broadcasting area. 
WFAL is on the air from 3 
p.m. until 1 a.m. from Monday 
to Friday and 24 hours a day 
from 3 p.m. Friday to 1 a.m. 
Monday. 
In summing up the ob- 
jectives of WFAL, Bortel 
added, "The whole idea is to 
operate as if we were under 
FCC rules, and to make as 
professional a situation as 
possible." 
BERLIN (AP) - East 
Germany blocked roads in and 
out of West Berlin yesterday 
in a resumption of its cam- 
paign to break the city's 
political ties with West Ger- 
many. 
The Western allies 
protested to the Soviet Em- 
bassy in East Berlin, saying 
they hold the  Soviet  Union 
responsible for the tieups and 
demanding an immediate halt 
to them. 
The situation changed 
hourly, but early this morning 
the Communists virtually 
closed all roads leading to and 
from West Berlin. Five of the 
six border crossing points 
were reported affected, and 
the sixth could not be reached 
by telephone. 
Little damage occurs 
Detergent firms accept 
FTC enzyme rulings 
Security officers sport 
'Call on Me' buttons 
Campus Security officers 
will be sporting an additional 
badge this spring-not as a 
display of militaristic 
authority, but as a plea to 
students to confide in an of- 
ficer when they need help. 
The badge, red letters on a 
yellow background, simply 
asks the student to "Call on 
Me" and is designed to show 
the University community 
that the security officer does 
indeed care about the student 
and is there to protect him. 
One thousand badges were 
purchased by Campus 
Security and will be available 
to students until the supply is 
exhausted. Anyone wishing to 
obtain a badge should come to 
the Cardinal Room, Union, at 
3 p.m. today where the badges 
will be distributed. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
nation's big three detergent 
makers-Lever Brothers, 
Colgate-Palmolive and 
Procter and Gamble- have 
accepted the Federal Trade 
Commission's suggestions for 
advertising and packaging of 
their enzyme detergents. 
The FTC announced 
yesterday the three firms 
have agreed to disclose in 
advertising and on packages 
that the enzyme Ingredients 
do not work the washday 
miracles  once  claimed. 
At the same time the FTC 
announced that the Mc- 
Donald's hamburger chain 
has agreed to drop the type of 
promotion practices the FTC 
took exception to in the 1968 
McDonald's $5,000,000 
Sweepstakes. 
Both agreements are 
contained in consent orders 
provisionally accepted by the 
regualatory agency and open 
for public comment during the 
next   3   days. 
When final, the orders will 
terminate proposed com- 
plaints in which the FTC 
accused the three detergent 
makers and the McDonald's 
people of deceptive and 
misleading advertising. 
The detergent order 
prohibits the firms from 
making the claim that their 
enzyme additives will remove 
all types of stains. 
• from page l 
Students who don't clean 
their apartments are her 
biggest complaint. She said 
some students don't have 
respect for the property and 
sometimes it takes her a week 
to clean an apartment after a 
student moves out. 
Mrs. Carty said she doesn't 
live around the property she 
rents, but she goes every week 
to check on the houses and to 
work in the yards and on 
upkeep. 
Students Uke to live in the 
old houses because after 
living in dorm rooms they 
seem more like home, ac- 
cording to Mrs. Carty. She 
said she felt alot of the 
apartment developments 
resemble dormitories to 
students. 
Mrs. Carty said she had 
been renting to students for 
five years, but the zoning 
changes had put a stop to 
buying any more houses. 
"I wish I had about 100 of 
them," Mrs. Carty said. 
\ NOW * 
VOPENY 
THE MEN'S 
ROOM 
That's Kight     . . A Men's 
Slo e in The Back Of     A 
Lady's Shop Tops and 
Bottoms Poi The College 
Man 
THE 
COLONY HOUSE 
Just follow The Women 
AEPi PRESENTS 
OPEN HOUSE 
Thursday 
7 to 9 
M**^*+*S,*S*»*+ll** ^^^^^^^^^^ WELCOME 
ALL 
INTERESTED MEN 
See the Ted Mack 
audition winners plus the 
group representing B.G. 
in the auditions for 
Arthur Godfrey'* 
AH American College Show 
The Windjammers 
Appearing Fri & Sat, Nights 
Toledo's Newest Late Night Place To Go 
THE BLUE 
HORIZON ROOM 
At Toledo Express Airport 
\W         W&tib Who's 
Afraid Of 
Virginia 
Wolf? 
L^L^L^L^L^B ^Lw  BB^L^B 
Friday and 
Saturday 
6,8:30,11 p.m. 
Admission SI 
210 Math Science 
mm 
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Exa.USIVE. KXTKNIIKIl 
AKt: \ KIT.'- 
-*T.ftD!WM 
crisisph°"Army to shut down some Nike sites 
mimSi}   352-PLUS 
IMlWI INt.  l.ltlJN. OHIO 
HELD OVER 
4th WEEK 
T ACADEMY AWARD 
NOMINATIONS 
* Besl Plclurr 
* Bed Supporting Actor 
it Best Dlrrrlur 
* Beit Actor 
* Beit Actrcn 
« But Screenplay 
* Beit Musical Score 
•Rocking Chair .staling 
-NOW   PI.AVINC. ■- 
IfM, at 7:15. a:3» 
Sat. & Sun Mat. 
at ::05. lief, ■lM 
,^-STotMVM-^ 
Ne„ Eva. ot 7:01.9:35 
Contlnueve    —    Sot * Sun 
Front   7 KM. 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Congressional sources said 
yesterday the Army will soon 
announce the shutting down, 
by June 30, of 17 Nike Hercules 
firing batteries and 11 Nike 
Hercules headquarters and 
activities in IS states. 
The Most 
Spectacular Film 
Ever Made! 
JohnM.rleyiR.yMilland 
liyo a CIUI 1 NWMUn" KM 
DAYTONA 
BEACH 
Summitt 
Motor Inn 
Ocean Front 
Rooms and 
Apartments 
FROM $53 
WEEK* 
Olymplo  Pool 
Control Location 
Collt   169-0322 
Etcopo International 
* par par ton 
If Interested Call 
353-6163 Afte,  6:00 
Shortly after the 
congressional disclosure, the 
Army confirmed such a move 
is planned and said an official 
announcement would be made 
later. 
The sources reported the 
Army will say that lnac- 
tivation of the units will 
permit significant reduction in 
operating costs. 
It is estimated, the sources 
said, that approximately 131 
million will be saved annually 
in the year starting July 1. 
IOHN WAYNE 
A Howard Hawks Producbo 
"RIO LOBO" 
Wod. Morch 10 - Airport 
The Brothers of 
Alpha Sigma Phi 
Cordially Invite 
All Interested Men 
To   An 
OPEN HOUSE 
Tonight 8-10 
ENJOY GRAY'S LOW 
EVERYDAY 
DISCOUNTS 
9 VOLT RADIO 
BATTERIES 
11 0 
IRIO.ISAV1 
ULTRA BRITE 
TOOTHPASTE 
o Ratular or Km 
tSOi. Tote 
49 o 
• •<  ISAVI 
SIX!   MORI 
BUTANE 
LIGHTER 
* Scrips) Set-Thr. 
VICKS NYQUIL 
a NitfittlM cold! 
medicine 
BAN DRY 
ANTIPERSPIRANT 
SPRAY 
SUPER 8 CDLOR 
MOVIE FILM 
aDyMCkraaw 
eCoeclew 
with 
processing. 
MAYFAIR 
TAPE RECORDER 
Solid State with sensitive alike, 
reel of tape, 
2 bailorio>. REG.   Q49 11.99 Q 
RAY S  STADIUM  PIAZA  ST0RI 
J 
ENTER TODAY 
•The Miss Bowling Green pogeont 
offers 
■ a chance to compete fo   S750 in 
scholarships and thousands moie 
on state and national levels. 
•an opportunity to represent Wood 
County in the Miss Ohio Pageant. 
• many prizes   trophies   etc. 
•a swimsuit for each contestant 
UNIVERSITY COEDS ARE ELIGIBLE TO 
COMPETE.   PAGEANT WILL BE SATURDAY 
MAY I, IN BGSU UNION 
Sponsored by BG Chamber of Commerce 
Par father Information and entry blonkl. Contact 
Mrs. Beooel VannaH,    352-5074.  
NO 
COVER 
CHARGE 
PLUS EARLY BIRD SPECIAL 
of 2 for 1 
EveryFri. 
Sat. Nire 
=at the 
GIGOLO 
This Thurs. 
3 for'! Nite 
.     We are., 
always available 
for 
teas and parties 
The Army is reported to have 
said its action is part of a 
realignment of the nation's 
strategic defense forces. 
According to the sources 
the closings will include 11 
Nike Hercules firing batteries 
manned by National Guard 
personnel and 16 manned by 
Army personnel in the IS 
states Involved. 
In addition, the Army Air 
Defense Command's second 
regional headquarters at 
Selfridge Air Force Base, 
Mich., two air defense group 
headquarters, and eight 
battalion headquarters also 
will be closed. 
The National Guard sites to 
be closed are in California. 
Connecticut, Illinois, 
Maryland, New Jersey, Ohio, 
Official says 
rail settlement 
appears dim 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 
government official said 
yesterday efforts to settle a 
threatened nationwide 
railroad strike looked dim. 
"I am not too hopeful," 
said Asst. Secretary of Labor 
W.J. Usery after several 
hours of sessions with the 
AFL-CIO United Tran- 
sportation Union and industry 
negotiators. 
We should know something 
later this afternoon one way or 
the other," Usery said. 
The union, representing 
some 180,000 trainmen, has 
been free to strike since 12:01 
a.m. Monday, but has been 
delaying any walkout call on a 
day-to-day basis. 
Usery said federal officials 
were in the process of deciding 
what action they might take if 
talks break off and the union 
calls a strike. 
President Nixon several 
weeks ago recommended that 
Congress either impose a 
settlement recommended by a 
special government board or 
permit the union to strike 
selected railroads to avoid 
another nationwide shutdown. 
The United Transportation 
Union, headed by Charles 
lAina, and three other unions 
staged a one-day nationwide 
strike that shut down the 
entire railroad industry Dec. 1 
until Congress ordered them 
back to work under a special 
law. That law expired March 
1. 
Pennsylvania,  Rhode  Island 
and Wiconsin. 
The active Army sites to be 
shut down are in Alaska, 
California, Illinois, Indiana. 
Massachusetts,   Michigan. 
Minnesota, New Yersey, Ohio 
Pennsylvania, Virginia and 
Wisconsin. 
PUZZLE 
By Thomas W. Sehier 
ACROSS 
I "Say Hey 
Kill." 
;'t I'luce tif 
worship, 
in Yankee 
urriit. 
14 State: Fr. 
I.'i lirnndstauil 
sound. 
ID Cain's 
brother. 
17 Kl  
rovt'l'iliu- 
IX Verdant. 
Ill Meadows. 
2uArtor Tracy. 
ftMili-ri.r 
baseball 
iilnyer. 
■Jl Striinji .HI 
nirrcnlv 
2ii Theater Hiun. 
27 Mini on Hie 
slll|H'S. 
Ml Tennis Icrni. 
:i2 Mam > 
Wills* 
M|H'f'i;llt\. 
:iii Where to 
park itt tin' 
stadium. 
3d     -Day. 
bowler. 
Ill Talc. 
41 Sailor's >c*. 
42 liiilllliititer. 
I.'i Kl* in 
IlllviltlCl', 
111 Chimed. 
48 Tennis 
I'tisfiitiiil. 
til Kettle down, 
.">l   --      BellMlllnit 
.'iil liiili'iitificit- 
liuiis mi 
player*1 
uniforms: 
iiltltr. 
.'I.'I Anesthetic, 
name for 
2.i-l I. 
art Cleanse. 
IM Former Mel 
llillllllKtT. 
fit Bin —. ex. 
Cult ur IMiil. 
liKJni —. 
m The House 
Thiil  lliiili 
71 DIICIIIIK 
sword. 
72 Kritnie nf n 
window. 
7.'i Flower. 
71 I'inla's 
siiilinii male 
7."» Abliot-, 
7ii Heaeh area. 
77 tiaclir 
itidiviiliiiil. 
DOWN 
IAI.SO   I'llllS 
in "711. 
2 Tout's offer: 
2 wds. 
.1 i:ii leant. 
4 M.ui of many 
word*. 
3 California 
baUptsyer. 
ii Aelor Peter, 
el. ill. 
7 Kven flame. 
Kiln Ihe 
ocean. 
!l Overhead 
items. 
Hi System of 
voting. 
II Mad — ill 
one's bonnet. 
12— il! 
I strain! I 
i.'i Otherwise. 
21 Billiard 
shut. 
2:1 Round- 
I rippers: 
a MM*. 
2.'i Washington 
ladlplayer, 
27 Fiiihter's 
wounds. 
2H Canoe of 
u sort. 
29 I.II I of sunn. 
:n — Williams, 
baseball 
■real. 
Xi Down Itt —. 
:<l Mcntalh 
i|llitk 
;I.'I Ballpark 
In vi'iasa" 
37 Sun Inn It 
:t!l — New- 
I'OIIIIH'. e\- 
limljarr. 
I.'I Biu —. 
Tool l>al I 
ronferenrc. 
11 Feewee —. 
Former 
Doilller. 
17 IA- 
17 Former 
Baltimore 
Oriole. 
.'Ml Sinners  HH\ 
or Ka\. 
■ >'- Sailor. 
."•4 Hall of 
Fattier. 
.'•7 Band 
llislrillllcitlv 
BU Saltpeter. 
MI Bathe. 
I'll   l.amli'- 
list'iidom in. 
ii'2 See .">2-D. 
(>'.i Coiiiniallil In 
huskies. 
ii.'i Heroic pnem. 
inii'.iiv near 
_ Lake Tailor. 
Ii7 Bos or 
arandstand 
"II Japanese 
statesman. 
1 a a 4 1 ' 7    'a t i r il JU~ ii 14 11 \- " ■• 
20 ai ■1 
34 1" sal 
BJBJ 1            I 11 as at ao  | 32 31 
3» n  ■  
" r_i 
4 1 H 43 41   aaoji 
ts 41
   1 I4' H 30 
SI 
" ■ S4 ts 
>a ■ 5S 
10 si • a 03    ■ ■ 00    107 
es 1 6S TO 1 ■ii 72 73 74 75 T 11 1 
Kill.! Enterprises, Inc., 1071 
Solution In Yesterday's I'unle 
rariiH nnniarj 
A ^s 
|SJH •1 Ml.' (1 I'll K 1 '> VsslGlu SI-IT u A N 
1 II ' ■ LIU   U ■ p » Is 
1 H • N II ■      : N BBBIf 
r 0 R OS BJSlU IB IMRIE R | 
nrnnfin nna 
H 
A 1 1 d     ' 1 NT W    H R I f 
1 H All n n A I '• 
TBS 1 A i 
IKYI'TOIJRAM — By Barbara J. Bum.' 
rill n   HESAW   HASXOTZ 
THl'BI.    TINOTZ    PHI. I.    1KB    I I' 
1. BI A V- BILLOW   I. OS. 
Yesterday's cryptogram! Sudden left bank 
sioriu dumbfounds sodden Men marketers. 
CLaSSIFIED 
CAMPtia      CALENDAB 
Thuraday. March 4. 1171 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Happiness is PR victory at 
ECIDM Your Spawn 
Boota and trophln will be on 
display, plus slides and pic- 
tures shown. By Salliiuj Club 
In the Forum ol Student 
Services  from  9 00   to  9:00 
Male or Female-Auditions to 
bo held by appointment for 
vacancy In established folk 
trio.      Call   Rotter    2-5351 
K.K. good picks at the Prom' 
Male Roommate needed lor 
spring quarter in 3 man apart 
Call J5141S5 
diuonini 4 pool. : 52-9135 
The Groove Tuba Is coming1 
The Groove Tuba la coming! 
Try-outs for University 
Theatre production of 
RASHOMON. In the Jot E. 
Brown Theatre. University 
Hall from 54 p.m. 
Dr. Trevor Phillips will 
discuss, "Public Educstion' 
and Human Sexuality" In 
conJuncUon with the 
University Human Sexuality 
Symposium. Main Lounge of 
Ashley at 6:00 p.in 
Raaponslble girl student to 
live In home of charming 
elderly lady. Be her com- 
panion in exchange lor room 
and board, and modest salary. 
Call collect, evenings to (4101 
474-504] or (4101 I7S-3H0 for 
detalls 
Who's Who? OUR LOIS that's 
who!' -We're mighty proud of 
you. 
Male roommate wanted- 
apartment well furnished, 
private bedroom, air con- 
ditioned Quiet surroundings 
for spring and-or summer 
quarter       call       352-9317 
Male roommate needed for 
aprlng quarter In 4 man 
apartment Call 3534005 
Need Male Roommate lor 
Spring and Summer Call Pete 
or Steve 352-6337 
Coming Soon: LaSalle's 
"Swing Into Spring" College 
Night. 
Needed 3 men for summer 
sublet air. cond 3 bedrooms 
contact Mike or John SU-7460 
Apt. [or Spring. 3 bedrooms 
North   Grove   Apt.   162-7721 
Christian Science 
Organisation will meet In 
Pr«t Chapel at 6:30 pm AH 
students are welcome 
Mother's helper wanted by 
faculty couple, small child 
light housework 3 to 7 dally. 
Must have car. Experienced 
Reference Call 303-S323 1-4 
p m  a HI p.m 
Would you believe, free paper 
flowers to be given away at 
"The U*by" 
Choices? Questions? 
Feelings? Conflict' Coun- 
seling Center 330 Student 
Service* 
Greenview apt for sublease 2 
man.J51-77e7 
Needed 1 female for, 4 man 
apt. to subleaee either spring 
or summer Newlove Apia. Call 
Lynn3»M7» 
l-K   Km.  needed to  share    MEN- March June k Sept 353- 
Houte.     Next  fall   3-5772    (341 
Male roommate for  spring 
quarter 391-4317 after 3 
Babysitter needed for  super 
baby' Ph. M44746 
HAMLET, Admission 
university students 36 cents, 
high school students 60 cents, 
general public II 50 
University Theatre Main 
Auditorium, University Hall 
at I p.m 
Attention young enthuiastic 
collage co-ed Earn 135 a week 
plus commiaaion for 10 to 13 
bra. a week Apply Society 
Products  between   10  4  J 
You'll   die   laughing   at   the 
Groove   Tube,   March   *- 
1.3.6,1,10  Grand Ballroom. 
Admission 50 cents 
Apt. for summer leasing air 
cond.    cloee M7t3 or 3-3301 
Will do typing-Phone J5343S5 
PERSONALS 
JoaephlKivlin ISoc.l will give 
an InlorwiaUve session on 
"Vaeectomlee - Description 
and Psychological Im- 
plications" In conjunction 
with the human sexuality 
symposium Main Lounge of 
Kohl at t.M p.m. 
RIDES 
Wanted: 3 wealthy non- 
college men want dates with 
attractive orien-rninded girls. 
Answer by placing 
corresponding ad in this paper 
bating address, phone mam- 
bar, etc. 
Sublet Summer-4m. fur- 
nished at Greenview OS0 June 
15-Aug  31 Call 353-70S* 
GREENVIEW APTS. now 
renting for SUMMER 4 FALL 
one 4 two B.room. Pool, 
Laundry. Rec Room. Special 
summer rates Inquire at of- 
fice 314 Napoleon Road. 3 
p.m.4 p.m   Mon. • Sat. 
APTS. FOR RENT SEPT. 1, 
Wl\ US-PR. PERSON CALL 
353-0371 or 304-7731 
Female roommate needed for 
spring.   Call 354-1315 
Need 2 girls to share apt. for 
summer   quarter    393-0034 
Some people are all wet-bul 
that's not all bad-FIN 4 
FALCON 
1990s will stage a comeback, 
get high for the Phi Mu-Delu 
Gamma Patty! 
Newly built 3 bedroom 
apartments near University. 
Year lease starting June 19. 
Completely furnished for 4 
students st 665 per student 
Phone 353-7361 
I girl needed for Wooater St. 
Apt. spring qtr. tfkt-mo. 353- 
7S31 
Join the News staff 
From Broadway's Theatre 
one-The Groove Tube, a 
sophieocsted satirical look at 
the boob tube 
COLLECTING 
SOMETIflNQ?   Flea Market, 
Portage Sunday 104 
Apt for 3-4 on 7ui at. Summer 
660 Ph 
Ride available Mon March It. 
Points In Central N.Y. and 
Maaa. Call 3534009 
Need ride to Dayton-Frl. Mar. 
5. am'   3934*13 
The Brothers of SAE era* to 
congratulate Ruaa and Julie. 
Data and Teresa and Rick and 
Chris « the. ptansngs 
"111 Tana", Were big on 
Sundaya branch—The 
Brothers 
IM needed to sublease air 
cond apart for summer by 
McDonald Towers e*9-mo. 
Call 3-1179 or 34099 
Two Roommates needed at 
Greenview Apt Call 353-0607 
M-Th after 4 p.m for spring 
Wanted 1-3 bdrm tatf. apt or 
house for couple 4 Infant 
within 14 miles of BG spr qtr 
3614797 
SkionPMMu'satPliwKnob! 
Don't forget to Sam Up for 
IMetnlty Board and Com- 
mlttec Intarviews by March 9 
In ttt Student Activities 
Two Ridsa needed to Florida 
for spring break call: Robbie 
3714300 
For rent House na 
suitable   for   5   or   6    male 
students call after 6:30 p.m. 
I70-3H* 
Sublease 4-m apt for summer 
* block from campus. New 
furnished, air-cond. In- 
CaOl 
Rider Westward Spring break 
Share aaxaaataa 3*4-1731 ar 303- 
<3U 
LOST4 FOUND 
Don't mias the Groan Tube 
March (. 1,3,1.1.10 Grand 
Ballroom. Admlaaion 50 cents 
Chads: Enter the MISS BG 
PAGEANT. 175*     la 
CaU   3*34*74 
Watch and Jewesry repair 
Praa    ealimataa-Klevers 
Jewelers N. Main St ph. 393- 
Wanted:   4   girls   to   a. 
Valentine Apt.   17th St. I  lor 
---Can — 
Apartments available for 
aammer or fall across from 
campus Ph. 393-73*1 
FOB SALE 0*1 RENT 
LOST-IJurBAIirj-ajroim 
Wallet Lost Saaday aM. at    Mn after 
concerl 37113*7 Wmn 
3 gr. IMareated ml wealthy 
Wn ullgl   man     Call 3*4- 
WANTED:   Uaed MotorcTcle 
Helmet 3934331 
forded  1 or 1 F.  to sublet 
apart spring , 
Call     2-51*0 
Female companion to go to Ft. 
Hood, Texas. Spring break 
Wanda ^4*21 
0.35*cc for Sale or Trade for 
smaller    MTRcyde   3534*6: 
Wlnthrop Terrace now taking 
reservations for summer 
rental 1 411,tiiiia. Apart- 
Air cea- 
Need two girls for 2 bedroom 
apt starting Sept. 1 6*5 par 
month Can 39449*9 
Apt. for 4-eummer-lblk  from 
campaa, air cond., furnished 
a. 
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FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE               1 
WINTER QUARTER 1970-71 
TIME OF 
EXAMINATION 
MONDAY 
MARCH 15 
TUESDAY 
MARCH 16 
WEDNESDAY 
MARCH 17 
THURSDAY 
MARCH 18 
7:45 a.m. to 
MS** 
F 
FH13 
B 
BD24 
A 
A,B4 
A. B24 
AC 803 
H 
BOS 
10:15 a.m. to 
12:15 p.m. J 1 
* 
LI  K 
K L15 
LN1  KM 
KM LN5 
C 
CD4 
C, D24 
AC EG 
G 
m,e 
H2,G 
HRG 
1:00 p.m. to 
3:00 p.m. 
C 
F1,E 
F12. E 
FH2,EG 
L 
LN14 
D 
BD35 
M 
N1.lt 
M.N14 
M.N15 
3:30 p.m. to 
5i 30 p.m. 
0 
C 
oaN»4 
0C°R4 
OCKM 
R 
«f<35 
P 
PR14 N LN2S 
7:00 p.m. to 
9:00 p.m. 
T,      TVWXl 
VWM 
VWXI 
VW13 
NM 3S2 
J.     TVWX2 
VWX2 
VW24 
QAC   160 
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Battle 'severe' 
U.S. loses 8 helicopters in Laos; 
largest loss since beginning of battle 
SAIGON (AP) - Severe 
fighting broke out in southern 
Laos again yesterday and 
eight U.S. helicopters flying in 
support of the South Viet- 
namese were shot down, the 
U.S. command said. It was the 
largest loss of helicopters in a 
■ingle day since the drive to 
smash parts of the Ho Chi 
Minh trail began Feb. 8. 
In other developments: 
The U.S. Command said 
North Vietnamese surface-to- 
air missiles were fired into 
South Vietnamese skies 
Tuesday for the first time in 
the war, aiming at two 
American planes. Neither was 
damaged. The North Viet- 
namese have been moving 
these SAMs closer to their 
Little black boxes 
that go "beep" 
Animals replace canned counterparts 
By James Guiltord 
Stuffed birds and pickled 
lizards used to be the standard 
for the Biology Department 
Museum, in room 230 of the 
Life Sciences Building. 
Things are different now. 
They've got things 
crawling around up there 
these days, things like rats, 
mice and snakes. The man 
responsible for this is Sam 
Phillips, Junior (A & S). 
"I got the idea of putting 
live animals in when I got the 
job in the fall." said Phillips. 
caretaker of the museum. But 
it took him a while to get 
things set up when he ran into 
trouble getting cages. 
He had a very special 
housing problem when he 
decided to put the University's 
two live rattlesnakes on 
display. The final choice was 
to put the vipers in a sand- 
bottomed aquarium with a 
padlocked screen top. 
"I don't actually know 
where they came from," 
Phillips said, "they were here 
when I got here." The rattlers 
lived in the museum's 
preparation room for about 
two years before they were 
put on display. 
The rattlesnakes are fed 
one white mouse per month 
each. Phillips said the reptiles 
strike and kill their prey using 
venom, just as they would In 
the wild. He added he doesn't 
know their exact length 
because he never handles 
them, because "they aren't at 
all tame." 
Another glass case holds 
the remainder of the snake 
collection. Two black scakes, 
two garter snakes and a hog- 
nosed snake were loaned to 
the museum by a biology 
student. 
Phillips has hopes that the 
reptile population in the 
museum will grow soon. 
"There's a field trip that's 
going to Louisiana this 
summer and we hope to get 
something from that," he 
said. 
He added that students who 
want to get rid of pet boas had 
better find another customer. 
The museum is happy to 
accept donations, Phillips 
said, but doesn't buy. 
All the other live animals 
on  display  are   rodents, 
larger mammals are too hard 
to take care of, Phillips ex- 
plained. 
Another reason for a large 
rat-mouse display is that, 
"there's a lot of work done on 
them at the University," he 
said.      Several   graduate 
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• • 
352-5221 
studies center around animals 
of the type in the museum. 
It may look like one of the 
short-tailed shrews is dead, 
but it isn't Phillips said. It's a 
dead mouse, fed to the shrew 
instead of insects, which 
aren't available. 
The Polynesian rat on 
display lives with a white lab 
mouse. Strangely enough, 
said Phillips, the rat is named 
"Rat" and the mouse is called 
"Mouse." 
A biology graduate 
student, said Phillips, told him 
Rat and Mouse were raised 
together, to study "primary 
familiarization". He also said 
the rat, according to the 
graduate student, thinks all 
the humans around him are 
rats. 
Phillips explained why the 
house mouse on display was 
raised in the lab, instead of 
trapped wild. "The wild 
mouse kept burrowing down 
into the litter and nobody 
could see It." 
The lab-raised mouse is 
genetically the same as the 
wild counterpart, but doesn't 
burrow. Recently it bore 
young which include white, 
black and brown offspring. 
Other rodents on display 
Include a Norwegian rat (any 
rat you see in Bowling Green 
is a Norwegian rat, according 
to Phillips) a roof, or wood rat, 
and a black rat. 
"There used to be black 
rats here," said Phillips, "but 
the Norway rat pushed them 
out." 
Why go to the trouble of 
keeping live animals in the 
museum? "I like animals and 
I just like people to see them," 
Phillips said. 
LONDON (AP) - Major 
European nations use World 
War II-style air raid sirens for 
their early emergency war- 
ning systems, but Briatln 
seems more advanced than 
the others with 20,000 little 
black boxes that bleep. 
Attention was turned to the 
European systems after a 
national alert was put out 
accidentally in the United 
States on Feb. 20. 
"I heard people talking the 
other day," one British official 
said, "about how to evacuate 
London In 20 seconds. That's 
about how much time you'd 
have after the bleeps stopped 
on the carrier receivers. 
"Frankly, I think a bottle 
of scotch would be better." 
This highly unofficial 
opinion referred to the small 
black boxes called carrier 
receivers installed in police 
and fire stations and hospitals 
around the British Isles. They 
emit a  bleep  each  second. 
PENNY DAY 
March 6 & 7 
Rugby Club 
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support 
Pltase contribute your pennies when 
accosted by a friendly BG   lugger. 
DAYWEAR, 
PLAYWEAR, 
SUNWEAR, 
SWIMWEAR... 
Vassarette's Bra-tlques combine 
fun and fashion with fitting 
know-how! The bra tops, hip- 
hugger and waistline brief are 
sold separately to assure you 
of a perfect fit. Take 
your pick of colorful prints 
..   an quick-dry, color-fast 
100% Enkalure" nylon tricot 
with nylon tricot lining. 
Are You 
Ready For 
he Sun 
Across from MacDoiald 
The Powder Puff 
When an attack is on the way, 
the bleep changes to a shrill 
warbling. 
Officially, the Home Office 
reported itself yesterday to be 
confident no mistake similar 
to the U.S. foulup could occur 
in Britain. This confidence, it 
appeared, rests more on a 
belief that any attack would 
not come by surprise and 
would be preceded by a period 
of tension, rather than on the 
reliability of the British 
warning system. 
Among other European 
countries, France and West 
Germany rely on air raid 
sirens to alert their 
populations. 
The sirens are tested at 
noon on the first Thursday of 
each month. The public is not 
instructed in what to do if the 
sirens go off any other time. 
West Germany's 55,000 
sirens are controlled by 10 
civil defense warning offices 
manned 24 hours a day. 
southern border. 
President Nguyen Van 
Thieu declared that he hoped 
the North Vietnamese "would 
soon awaken to the reality and 
not put us in a situation which 
forces us to attack them right 
on their own territory." 
The heaviest fighting 
reported in the Laos campaign 
was a battle at Hill 30, a 
government position eight 
miles northwest of the border. 
South Vietnamese losses 
were announced as one killed 
and three wounded. Sixty of 
the enemy were said to have 
been killed by artillery and air 
strikes. 
It was not known whether 
some of the helicopter losses 
might   have   taken   place 
Applications due 
Applications for 
student body officers 
and student council 
representatives are now 
available at the Student 
activities Office in the 
; Student Services Bldg. 
' They can be obtained 
each from 8 a.m. to S 
p.m. each weekday and 
must be completed and 
returned by Friday, 
March 12. 
Applications for the 
student seat on the 
Board of Trustees are 
still available and must 
be turned in by Friday, 
March 5, to the Student 
Activities Office. 
around Hill 30, or whether 
they were involved in an 
assault landing that has not 
yet been reported. 
The new losses raised to 30 
the number of American 
helicopters the U.S. Command 
acknowledges as lost in Laos 
since the South Vietnamese 
drive into that country began. 
Helicopter pilots say more 
have been shot down but are 
not listed as lost because they 
were recovered. 
A command spokesman 
said one crew member was 
killed, seven were wounded 
and eight are listed as missing 
in the latest chopper losses. 
The 30 announced 
helicopter combat losses now 
listed in IJIOS raised the 
casualty figures in those 
aircraft to 17 killed, 28 
wounded  and  22   missing. 
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Emko research has producec 
a new applicator for applying 
foam contraceptive . . . new 
Emko Pre Fil features an ap- 
plicator that can be filled in 
advance of use. up to a week 
ahead of time. 
The filling of an applicator at| 
the time of need can be emo 
tionally disruptive... can leadj 
to "skipping"...Emko Pre-Fil 
is a way to help overcome 
this problem ... to assure 
better family planning. 
Emko Pre-Fil... highly effec 
tive, substantially free from 
side effects, easy to use. Ask 
your physician about EMKO» 
and EMKO PRE FIL,M. 
Available at drug stores every 
where without prescription. 
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Marquette runs over Falcons 
He's 
open 
Nowsphoto by L.O. Fullorfon 
For one of the few times all last night a Falcon was open for a 
■hot. Senior Bob Hill takes a short Jumper over AUIe McGnlre as 
the Marquette bench watches the romp 
Men really feel care-free in 
this year's loose lace-neck 
styling by Revere. This one's 
a form-fitting midi rib knit. 
A great top for today's but- 
ton-fly slacks. 
She chose a peasant blouse 
set off by eye-catching em- 
broidered trim on neck and 
sleeves. Look for this one. 
It's going to be big this 
lef) season. 
(Thr Hmurriiitij £>li0i 
STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M.- 5:30  P.M. MON. thru SAT. 
Student  Charge  Accounts Welcomed 
532 E. Woosttr 
± 
By Harold Brown 
Sports Editor 
The Bowling Green 
Falcons took an early four 
point lead over the Marquette 
Warriors last night but less 
than a minute later the 
Warriors had scored eight 
straight points and then went 
on to win 96-74. 
Marquette led 46-30 at the 
half and came out in the 
second half and reeled off 24 
points to the Falcons lone free 
throw and opened a 39 point 
lead at one point. 
Warrior coach Al McGuire 
then substituted freely and the 
Falcons closed the final gap to 
22 points. 
Bob Lackey led Marquette 
in the first half with 13 points. 
Ail-American candidate Dean 
Memlnger was held to only 
three points in the first half 
but he exploded for IS points in 
the second half to finish with 
20. 
At the half, the Warriors 
had out rebounded the Falcons 
27-11. The Falcons were 12 of 
25 from the floor while the 
Warriors made good on 20 of 
44 from the floor in the initial 
stanza. 
Rich Walker led the 
Falcons scoring attack in the 
first half with eight points. 
High rebound man in the first 
half for the Falcons was Jim 
Connally with four. 
The Falcons came out 
colder than a polar bear in the 
second half. Marquette 
completely dominated the 
early part of the half, running 
circles around the  Falcons. 
In the first five minutes the 
Falcons could manage only 
one free throw and a layup, all 
by Connally. Memlnger led 
the Marquette attack with 12 
of his 20 points in this period. 
With 15:31 left in the game 
Marquette held a 70-31 lead. At 
this point the Falcons began to 
chip away at the lead but 
could get no sustained rally 
going. 
Walker led aU scorers with 
24 points. Connally was the 
only other Falcon in double 
figures with 16. Eric Hymes, 
Jeff 1-essig and Al Russ all 
finished with six points. 
Marquette's Lackey and 
Jim Chones finished with 19 
each. Allie McGuire had 14 
and Gary Brell finished with 
nine. 
The Warriors were in 
complete control of the 
rebounding game, grabbing 49 
to 23 for the Falcons. 
Marquette coach Al 
McGuire said "it was one (the 
first half) of our better halves, 
we were extra quick tonight." 
"Our hands were quick. 
When our hands are quick we 
can win," McGuire com- 
mented. 
"Bowling Green's shooting 
was excellent but they turned 
the ball over too many times," 
he said. 
"I thought it was a great 
team effort, I didn't think I 
played up to par, the steals 
made the difference in the 
game," Memlnger said. 
BG coach Bob Conibear 
said, "It's the quickest team 
we've ever played and the best 
offensive rebounding team 
I've seen." 
"Their press hurt us and it 
shouldn't have. Not one or two 
things beat us but a multitude 
of things did, rebounding, 
shooting and quickness," 
Conibear said. 
It's all on line for matmen 
By Dan Casseday 
Sports Writer 
It's all on the line for the 
Bowling Green matmen. 
All the accomplishments 
and un-accomplishments of 
the season reach their climax 
tomorrow and Saturday in 
Ohio University's Convocation 
Center at Athens when the 
Mid-American Conference 
holds It 19th annual league 
championship tourney. 
The host Bobcats are the 
favorites to defend the title 
they won last year at Bowling 
Green. Ohio is currently 
ranked eighth in the country 
and they defeated all their 
MAC foes in dual-meet 
competition. They have most 
of the individual title 
favorites. 
Western Michigan and 
Toledo have been given most 
of the consideration for the 
runner-up  spot.     On  paper 
Bowling Green looks like a 
fourth place finisher with 
Miami and Kent State picking 
up the leavings. 
Coach Bellard and most of 
the wrestlers are very con- 
servative with their on-the- 
record predictions of the 
outcomes of the individual 
weight classes. Nonetheless, 
the probable competitors are 
listed below in a compromise 
(coach and player) predicted 
order of finish. The top four in 
a weight class place In the 
meet: 
116-Rich Panella (OU), 
Jim Greiner (M), Dave 
Ember (TU), or BUI Devault 
(WM), and Tom Bowers (BG). 
Dave Wolf son (K) is 
unranked. 
128-Joe Zychowicz (OU), 
Miller (WM), Rick Green 
(TU),and Al Womack (BG). 
Dave Taylor (M) and Don 
Fritz (K) were not ranked. 
134-Ron Junko (TU), Ron 
Plasman   (M),   Bob   Mason 
(OU), and Les Arko (BG). 
Randy Hyde (WM) and Tony 
Andres (K) are counted out. 
142 -Rick Bacon (WM), 
Dan Milkovich (K), Dennis 
O'Nell (BG) and Mike Salupo. 
Greg Morgan (OU) can't be 
counted out but John 
Zychowicz (TU) can. 
ISO-Bill Saye (OU) or Tim 
Whittaker (K), Steve Taylor 
(BG) amd Sam Salupo (M). 
Don't figure  on  Doug  Wyn 
(WM) or Sam Schlciano (TU). 
158-Bruce Trammel (OU), 
Bell Warren (M), and Tom 
Keeley (WM) or John Ress 
(BG). Steve Beler (TU) and 
Harold  Miller  (K)   aren't 
expected to surprise. 
167-Dennia Buford (WM), 
Bruce Hosta (OU), George 
Paulas (K) and a three-way 
battle for fourth between BUI 
Fickes (BG), Cliff Deckard 
(M), and BUI Buris (TU). 
177-Rusa Johnson (OU), 
Tom Lehman (WM), Jerry 
Norbo (BG) and John Begala 
(K) or Bill Altimore (TU). 
Tough luck to Skip Schroeder 
(M). 
190-Barry Relghard (OU) 
or Dave Wolfe (BG), Mickey 
DeWitt. (K), and Steve 
Newman (WM). Jim Sheehan 
(M) might place but Dave 
Long (TU) won't. 
HWr-Greg Wojiciechowski 
(TU), Rick Warren (OU), 
Tom Hall (BG) and Jack 
Gross (M). Roger Rapaport 
(WM 1-300 pounds-could fall on 
somebody and win and Dave 
Carmany (K) has a chance to 
place as weU. 
There are eight individuals 
fighting to retain titles won 
last year, four of whom are 
from OU- Panella, Trammel, 
Hosta and Johnson. Toledo 
has two-Junko and 
Wojiciechowski. Kent has 
Dan Milkovich, and Western 
Michigan's champ is Dennis 
Buford. Bronco Rich Bacon 
took first two years ago. 
Bowling Green and Miami 
have no returning chamnions. 
Swimmers dunk Oakland, 
prepare for MAC finals 
PURPLE MUSHROOM 
u are 
Beautiful 
People 
Mushroom 
10* £. WooiUr St 
Good Luck On 
Your Finals 
The BG swim team closed 
out its dual meet season by 
dunking Oakland University 
76-37 last Friday night. 
Before the meet the 
Falcons recognized the senior 
members of the squad who 
would be swimming their last 
dual meet. They were co- 
captains Frank Mutz and 
Wayne Rose and diver Tom 
Walter. 
All three tankers finished 
their swimming careers in 
winning style. Mutz won the 
1000 yd. freestyle, Rose won 
the 200 yd. backstroke and 
Walter captured first place 
honors in the one meter op- 
tional diving event. 
Other individual winners 
for BG were Steve Breithaupt 
in the SO yd. freestyle. Skip 
Snable in the 500 yd. freestyle 
and Dave Thomas in 200 yd. 
individual medley event. 
The Falcons were also 
victorious in the 400 yd. 
freestyle relay and the 400 yd. 
medley relay. 
The 76-37 score tied the top 
score for the Falcon tankers 
this season. They also 
swamped Northern Illinois by 
the same score earUer in the 
year. 
It was an improved season 
compared to last year's 4-7 
record. The Falcons finished 
6-7 for the season, and they 
have a fine crew of swimmers 
that will return next season. 
"We performed well in 
some spots and we had slumps 
in other spots against 
Oakland,"  said  coach  Tom 
Stubbs. "Wayne Rose had his 
fastest time in the 
backstroke." 
The BG tankers now 
prepared for the MAC 
Championships at Oxford, 
home of Miami University. 
Ihe event is scheduled to 
begin Thursday and end 
Saturday. 
When asked to comment 
on the up coming MAC 
championships, Stubbs said 
that he thinks his top swim- 
mers are ready for the MAC, 
but they will need significant 
drops in time to win. 
Uze/ac resigns to take 
coaching spot at Navy 
A Clean Car Feels Like 
Spring! 
Free "-ash 
and Wax 
with 15 Gal 
of Sunoco Gas 
"FiMSt Aoto Wish IN Wood Coooty" 
SPENCE BROS   AUTO WASH 
1049 N. Main St. (Next to Foodtown) 
Elliot Uzelac, assistant 
football coach at Bowling 
Green for the past three 
seasons, has accepted a 
similar position on Coach Rick 
Forzano's staff at Navy. The 
announcement was made 
Monday by officials of the 
United States Naval 
Academy. 
Uzelac has been the 
Falcon's offensive line coach 
since joining the staff in 1968. 
Uzelac    is    the    third 
assistant   football   coach   to 
leave the BG staff since the 
first of the year. 
■ Bob Dudley, offensive line 
Howard's Bar 
open 
Sunday 
at 
6:00 p. 
coach, retired last month and 
Jack Harbaugh resigned to 
take an assistant coaching 
position at Iowa under former 
Toledo football coach Frank 
Iauterbaur 
0U tickets 
There will be no 
coupon exchange for the 
basketball game with 
Ohio University this 
Saturday afternoon. 
Game time is 1:30 p.m. 
and the game will be the 
MAC-TV Game of the 
Week. 
It will be the final 
basketball game of the 
season. 
FROM BROADWAY'S THEATER ONE 
(MO PRESENTS 
THE GROOVE TUBE 
March 6   1:00, 3:00, 6:00, 8:00, 10:00 
Grand Ballroom 
Admission 50< 
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